SERVICES & PRICES
All pets are given a massaging hand washed bath and hand blow out. We do not use
Hydro Surge or any recirculating bathing system nor do we perform “kennel baths”
(skipping blow-out completely and putting pet directly in cage dryer) as we feel
they are short-cuts in the grooming process and do not clean, rinse, or dry your pet
properly. We use all -natural shampoos with all grooming services unless a specialty
shampoo is requested. We use a demat/de-shedding solution on all pets with
excessive amounts of undercoat. We also hand blow dry every pet fully, unless dog
is stressed or becomes irritable during drying process. Again, safety is our number
one concern. We hand scissor and/or hand finish scissor every pet that requires a
haircut.
Please visit the FAQ’s section of this website for frequently asked
questions regarding our services.
Intro To Grooming for Puppies
Starts at $28 for small breeds
Mini Groom / Bath and Brush
Starts at $28 for small breed, short haired dogs*
Relaxing massaging hand wash, anal glands expressed (if needed), blow dry, brush
out, nails cut, outer ear cleaned and examined
Partial Groom (frequently used in between full grooms)
Starts at $38 for small breed dogs *
Everything included in Mini Groom plus, sanitary and pad trim if needed, and feet
and face trim.
Full Service Groom
Starts at $50 for small breed dogs *
Includes all services in Mini and Partial groom plus full body customized or breed
specific hair cut and style. A longer hand-sissored cut or pattern cut (schnauzer,
westie, toy poodle, for example will raise price)
*Prices listed are the base price of breeds of breed standard size in maintained
condition. Extra charges will be incurred but not limited to pets that are matted, very
dirty, excessively grown out, large for their breed, have excessive undercoat or have
behavior or physical issues. Pets may also start lower in certain breeds with very little
coat or are puppies. Longer cuts that require more customized hand scissoring may
also raise price.
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* Small breeds would include but are not limited to Shitzu, Yorkie, Maltese, Lhasa,
Havanese, Coton, Bichon, Pug, Beagle, Pomeranian, Cavalier, Mini Poodle and any
mixes of these breeds of reasonable size. For example, a 35 lb Bichon will not fall
under the small breed category
Some breeds do not fall under every category of services. For example, a pug would
never fall under a Partial Grooming Service and only under a Full Service if they
were getting shaved
* Prices are based on time. Small breeds are charged less per hour then large or giant
breeds, which are more labor intensive.
Please call us at 630-208-4992 for further pricing information.
Cat Services
We do groom cats but will only groom a cat if the cat has NO behavioral issues, does
not bite or becomes difficult during the grooming process. We will do our best but if
the groomer or the cat is at risk to injury due to behavior then we will not continue
the grooming process, therefore, we do not suggest having your cat groomed if it has
never been groomed professionally or is of advanced age as the grooming process
can be extremely stressful to cats that are not used to being professionally groomed
Shave down or Lion cuts start at $80
Bath and Brush start at $60
Al La Carte Services/ Addition to above Services
Hand-stripping starts at $25 in addition to Full Service Groom price
Dremmel nails - w/a groom -$10 - Al la Carte - $20
Nail Clip – included in all services – Al la Carte- $12
Teeth brushing - $4 ( this is brushing only – we do not scale or remove
tartar from teeth)
Ear Hair Plucking $5 with groom - Al la Carte $15
Deep Ear Cleaning - $ 15 (we will not clean out ear infections as it could push
infection further into canal)
DeMatting - $25 per 15 minutes per groomer approval. Dematting is very stressful
and we will not demat any pet that has excessive knots, tangles or mats.
Pre-Strip – starts at $10 for small breeds ( A pre-strip is required if your pet is
excessively matted and must be shaved before the bath )
Pick-up/Delivery Service – starts at $20 one way or $30 round trip in town.
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Specialty Shampoos
Oatmeal /Chamomile Shampoo $4 for small breeds $7 for large breeds
Chamomile extract and oatmeal protein reduce itching while aloe vera and
fir needle oils moisturize and freshen coats
Earth Bath Tea Tree Oil and Aloe Vera Shampoo
$7 for small breeds $10 for large
Soothes and relieves hot spots and itchy, dried, or chafed caused by flea bites,
dandruff, or other dermatitis…and it smells out of this world!!
Hypo Allergenic Shampoo $5 small breeds $7 large
Gentle shampoo for pets with sensitive skin. No dyes or fragrances
Itchy Dog Shampoo $5 small breeds $7 large
Works to heal hot spots, dry skin and skin ailments. Smells like green apples…yummy!!
Flea Defense $10
Infused with citronella oil and cedar oil to naturally kill and repel fleas. Gently cleans,
deodorizes and refreshes
Lavender Aromatherapy $7 small breeds $10 large
Specifically formulated with a pheromone blend plus lavender and chamomile
fragrances, to help relax anxious pets, and almond extract to soothe their skin
and coat.
Furst-Aid Medicated Shampoo $7 small breeds $10 large
Medicated coal and sulfur shampoo soothes and heals dry, itchy, irritated skin
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